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Social Engineering
Testing By Hellfire
Security
About Hellfire Security
Hellfire Security is a cybersecurity consulting firm
specializing in assessment, and managed security
services. No policy, regulation, or compliance ... just
attack and defense to build stronger, more secure
companies. Its analysts come from a wide range of
backgrounds and specialties, are certified, and made
up of industry researchers and conference speakers.
About Our Methodology
A large part of our effectiveness comes from having
developed a thorough technical methodology that is
reliable, repeatable and that definitely goes well
beyond automated tools:
• Research Scenario
• Author Content
• Acquire
o Domains
o Addresses
• Campaign
o Testing and Approval
o Go Live

For many organizations, the human element is often the most overlooked
attack vector. Ironically, people are typically one of the easiest
vulnerabilities to exploit and an attacker needs little more than a smile or
email to completely compromise a company. With targeted attacks on the
rise, organizations must understand the risk of social engineering based
attacks and work to reduce the risk that they present to the organization.
Hellfire experts will work to entice your employees to put your organization
at risk in what is known as a Social Engineering attack. Using a customized
approach tailored to your specific situation, we will work closely with you to
setup test scenarios which will provide insight into the effectiveness of your
policies and procedures. Delivering crafted content we will identify which
of your employees will read the email, open the attachment, or click on that
link.
While your employees will be immersed in a real-world experience, it will be
a controlled experience that doesn't compromise security or generate
negative backlash from your employees. This test is done with absolute
safety of your infrastructure and employees in mind. Engagements typically
run for several weeks.
Hellfire Security offers the following types of social engineering tests:
Media Drop
Hellfire Security identifies who pick up that USB stick or DVD and connect it
their system.
Phishing
Hellfire Security finds who in your firm will open that email, click on that
link, complete that form, or download that attachment.
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Once we have been introduced, we will have an initial meeting to go
through your scope, and define the rules of engagement. This will allow us
to more easily move to the next step, proposal, and finally the signing of the
contract. After contracts are signed, allowing us to legally proceed, you are
scheduled and the process begins ...

